Shaping the Future by Remembering the Past
The ISACA Journal is turning 50! Since 1972, our mission has been to help your organization build trust with consumers by giving you the latest IT governance insights, perspectives, trends and solutions. Thank you for all your support over the years and we are excited to continue shaping the future of the digital trust professions together with you!

From the dawn of electronic data processing to today’s technology-infused homes and workplaces, ISACA has been essential to the growth, advancement and impact of business technology in our organizations and in our lives today. For 50 years, the ISACA Journal has played an essential role in sharing the expertise and thought leadership of ISACA experts with our global community. Whatever the hot trends or technologies of the time, the Journal has provided practical, peer-reviewed insights and analysis that have helped readers solve critical challenges and prompted new ideas and solutions.

Whether grappling with new industry regulations, the implications of the rise of the internet or how major industry forces such as automation and the cloud are impacting IT professionals, the ISACA Journal has been there at every turn to equip our professional community to thrive amid ongoing digital disruption. And that remains every bit as true today as it was 50 years ago.
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